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PICK-UP LOCKERS

The MyPUP (My Pick Up Point) solition has been developed
to make parcel delivery easy and simple at work. Employee
packages can be distributed to automated lockers at pickup points for employees to recieve their parcels at work.
MyPUP takes care of the process relating to receiving and
returning parcels and post in the office, in order to assist
the mail room or reception. These departments are no
longer responsible for delivering mail to individual persons.
It could also save the companies a FTE as less time will be
required to sort and organise mail.
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HOW PARCEL LOCKERS WORK

Smart lockers will be installed with our Simplicity locking
system that is connected to the MyPUP parcel software.
• When an employee orders a delivery to work, the
internal persons tasked with organising post will place
the parcel in an automated locker at the pick-up point.
• Once the locker has been closed, the employee will then
receive a message either by SMS or email to say the
parcel is ready to be collected, along with a unique code
to provide access.
• The software can also send notification to receivers
reminding them that they have a parcel to collect.
MyPUP London Courier Service
In the London area this solution also has the option of a
courier service. This means parcels will first be delivered to
a delivery hub who log the parcel into the software. They
will then physically place the parcel into the locker at the
relevant pick-up point.
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BENEFITS OF PARCEL LOCKERS

The convenience of online shopping has made it
increasingly popular. But to receive deliveries shoppers
need to be at home during delivery times or have parcels
delivered directly to the office. This can be disruptive for
other staff and, for large organisations, it can distract postroom and reception staff from their work.
MyPUP lockers make it easy to receive parcels and post in
the office. This offers several benefits:
• Companies can offer parcel lockers as an employee
perk.
• Employees benefit from being able to receive parcels at
convenient times.
• Mailroom and reception staff save time as they will no
longer personally distribute employee deliveries.
Other possibilities:
IT lockers – an organisation can use MyPUP for an employee to
deposit or collect a piece of IT equipment. This solution will save
time for both IT personnel and the person with the IT problem.
Residential lockers – concierge type services in appartment blocks
receive many parcels with the reception area full of boxes. MyPUP
can be used to store residents’ deliveries where they can then be
collected quickly and easily by the tenant.
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DESIGN YOUR LOCKER BANK
MyPUP pick-up lockers are supplied as a ‘plug-in and play’
solution, so the installation process is simple by our expert
team. MyPUP locker units are manufactured in metal to
provide a strong and robust design and come in a range
of colours. A range of unit combinations are available with
small, medium, large and extra-large compartments this
accomodates 95% of most commonly used parcel sizes.
There are seven different types of units to choose from.
Whatever configuration you choose first, you can add more
units in the future if a particular size is found to be useful.

PAR1S2M2L

PAR2S1M1XLCP

PAR2S2M1XL

PAR4S1M1XL

PAR5S2L

PAR9S1CP

PAR11S
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Mill Lane, Fullbridge
Maldon, Essex
CM9 4NX
United Kingdom
+44 (0)1621 855 053
+44 (0)1621 858 761
simplicity@yourworkspace.com
www.simplicitystorage.co.uk

